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Trance / Techno / Psychedelic Trance / Progressive Psychedelic Trance 9 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC:

Trance, ELECTRONIC: Techno Details: Top of the line Progressive Psychedelic Trance from Germany,

Sweden, Israel  Mexico. "Psybration - Fundamental Progression" presents the finest  most updated in

Progressive Psychedelic Trance. One by one, each track on this compilation is a floor wobbler!

Progressive Psy Trance is Alive  Kicking... Vibrant  Evolving; Touching Full-on Psy, Progressive House 

Techno, this compilation grasps the future of Progressive Psy Trance, revealing the current state of things

by the best in the field. Carefully selected by AP Records Progressive Psy expert; DJ Narayan. The

opener by Sebastian Kruger (aka Acupuncture, SBK, etc.), by far one of the most significant  influential

artists in the chronicle of Progressive Psychedelic Trance music, is maybe the best way to describe this

entire compilation. With a massive kick drum this track is a perfect blend of anything you can imagine in

Progressive Psychedelics. It simply contains all those elements exactly in the right balance; Full-on,

Progressive, House, Techno, Rave - a true Neo Full-on track coming from the Progressive fringe. Not

only will the floors rumble but also the walls! Zerotonine with a powerful, dark  rolling night track. Micha

Yosef, aka Echotek  Reflex, brings in two beautiful  special tracks with some Housy flavors but still very

much on the Psychedelic periphery - perhaps the highlight of this compilation. Meller  Etnoscope with

groovy, percussive - Tribadelics. Tegma  Vazik add up some minimal Progressive floor functionality.

Magnetrixx wraps up this "Fundamental Progression" with the once in a life time, eye opener, visionary,

hovering - Somnam. The 12" Vinyl EP contains 2 extra tracks which are not released on the CD. Serial

Number; AP117
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